We review the asymptotic theory for standard errors in classical ordinary least squares (OLS) inverse or parameter estimation problems involving general nonlinear dynamical systems where sensitivity matrices can be used to compute the asymptotic covariance matrices. We discuss possible pitfalls in computing standard errors in regions of low parameter sensitivity and/or near a steady state solution of the underlying dynamical system.
Introduction
There is a growing interest in measures of uncertainty in many areas of mathematical modeling as more sophisticated models are employed in biology [3, 4, 9] , chemistry, sociology [8] , etc., as well as in the usual physical and engineering sciences. In particular, there have been recent renewed efforts by applied mathematicians in the area of inverse or parameter estimation problems to attach measures of reliability to estimated quantities using experimental data sets. Statisticians have for some time [10, 12, 16, 17, 20] recognized the importance of such problems and have developed theory and methodology to treat these. In particular, a rather extensive area of maturity is the computation of standard errors (SE) and confidence intervals (CI) for ordinary least squares (OLS) problems using what engineers and applied mathematicians call sensitivity matrices [1, 11, 13, 14, 15, 19] . These can be computed or approximated in a number of ways and for quite sophisticated unknown "parameters" including functions and even probability measures [2, 3, 5, 7] . A most frequently used framework for the computation of SE is the asymptotic theory of estimators which, roughly speaking, guarantees under certain conditions that as one uses more and more data in the inverse problems, one can approximate the estimator or sampling distribution by a Gaussian with computable mean and covariance. As with most statistical theories, this asymptotic theory holds under quite specific hypotheses on the statistical model assumed for the observation error (which may include both model and measurement error) as well as assumptions on regularity of the underlying problem and the method in which the increasing amount of data is collected. In practice, most investigators are concerned with the form of the error (e. g., independent identically distributed with constant variance or constant coefficient of variation) but do not give much attention to either the regularity hypotheses or the method of data collection. This can sometimes lead to surprising and seemingly perplexing results for unwary users. The purpose of this note is to recall these results, discuss some pitfalls, and illustrate with an example that shares qualitative features with many systems encountered in wide-spread scientific applications. We focus specifically on the phenomenon that increased sampling data often does not result in improvements in the estimates or in their associated statistical reliability as embodied in their SE or CI. For example, when additional data is sampled from a region near an equilibrium or steady state, the estimated values of the problem generally do not improve. In fact, the confidence intervals for estimated values often increase in size as more data is taken. To discuss the causes for this, we will illustrate ideas with the logistic growth population model.
The results presented here are motivated by the experiences of several investigators (including some of our colleagues) in computational inverse problems where the taking of additional data produced unexpected and potentially confusing results in obtaining both estimates and standard errors. The analysis here shows very clearly why such behavior can be easily explained and thus avoided by careful design of experiments and observation/sampling procedures.
Summary of asymptotic theory for errors
We first give a general summary of the asymptotic theory for standard errors. We assume that n scalar longitudinal observations (the extension to vectors is completely straight-forward) are represented by the statistical model
where f j (β 0 ) is the model for the observations in terms of the state variables and β 0 ∈ R p is a set of theoretical "true" parameter values (assumed to exist in a standard statistical approach). For example, if one is given a differential equation systeṁ x = Γ(t, x(t), β), sampled at times t j , j = 1, 2, . . . , n, then f j (β) = x(t j , β). We assume for our statistical model of the observation or measurement process (2.1) that the errors ǫ j , j = 1, 2, . . . , n, are independent identically distributed (i.i.d.) random variables with mean E[ǫ j ] = 0 and constant variance var
We consider estimation of parameters using, for simplicity, an ordinary least squares (OLS) approach to illustrate the ideas. Thus we seek to use data {y j } for the observa-tion process {Y j } with the model to seek a valueβ n that minimizes
Since Y j is a random variable, the estimatorβ n OLS is also a random variable with a distribution called the sampling distribution. Knowledge of this sampling distribution provides uncertainty information (e. g., standard errors) for the numerical values ofβ n obtained using a specific data set {y j } (i. e., a realization of {Y j }) when minimizing J n (β).
Under reasonable assumptions on smoothness and regularity (the smoothness requirements for model solutions are readily verified using continuous dependence results for differential equations in most examples; the regularity requirements include, among others, conditions on how the observations are taken as sample size increases, i. e., as n → ∞), the standard nonlinear regression approximation theory ( [12, 16, 17] , and Chapter 12 of [20] ) for asymptotic (as n → ∞) distributions can be invoked. This theory yields that the sampling distributionβ n (Y ) for the estimateβ n , where
That is, for n large, the sampling distribution approximately satisfieŝ
There are typically several ways to compute the matrix F β . First, the elements of the matrix χ = (χ jk ) can always be estimated using the forward difference
where h k is a p-vector with a nonzero entry in only the k th component. Alternatively, if the f j (β) correspond to longitudinal evaluations x(t j , β) of solutions x ∈ R n * to a parameterized n * -vector differential equation systemẋ = Γ(t, x(t), β), then one can use the n * × p matrix sensitivity equations (see [7] and the references therein)
Finally, in some cases the function f j (β) may be sufficiently simple so as to allow one to derive analytical expressions for the components of F β . This is the case for the problems addressed in this paper, and hence for our efforts we chose this approach in the examples below. Since β 0 , σ 0 are unknown, we must approximate them in
For this we follow standard practice and use the approximation
4)
whereβ n is the parameter estimate obtained, and the approximationσ 2 to σ 2 0 is given by
(2.5)
Standard errors to be used in confidence interval calculations are thus given by
. . , p (see [10] ). In order to compute the confidence intervals (at the 100(1 − α)% level) for the estimated parameters in our example, we define the confidence level parameters associated with the estimated parameters so that
where α ∈ [0, 1] and t 1−α/2 ∈ R + . Given a small α value (e. g. α = .05 for 95% confidence intervals), the critical value t 1−α/2 is computed from the Student's t distribution t n−p with n − p degrees of freedom. The value of t 1−α/2 is determined by
When one is taking longitudinal samples corresponding to solutions of a dynamical system, the n×p sensitivity matrix depends explicitly on where in time the observations are taken when f j (β) = x(t j , β) as mentioned above. Note also that the sensitivity matrix
depends on the number n and nature (e,g., how taken) of the sampling times {t j }. Moreover, it is the matrix [χ T χ] −1 in (2.4) and the parameterσ 2 in (2.5) that ultimately determine the SE and CI. At first investigation of (2.5), it appears that an increased number n of samples will driveσ 2 (and hence the SE) to zero as long as this is done in a way to maintain a bound on the residual sum of squares in (2.5). However, we observe that the condition number of the matrix χ T χ is also very important in these considerations and increasing the sampling could potentially adversely affect the inversion of χ T χ. In this regard, we note that among the important hypotheses in the asymptotic statistical theory (see p. 571 of [20] ) is
It is this condition that is rather easily violated in practice when one is dealing with data from differential equation systems near an equilibrium or steady state. To illustrate this as well as related issues regarding sensitivity that are often ignored in statistical discussions, we turn to a simple example, the popular logistic growth or Verhulst-Pearl equation [18] , where analytic expressions are readily found and used to discuss the ideas.
Logistic growth population models
We consider the dynamics
where K is the carrying capacity and r is the intrinsic growth rate. This is the Verhulst-Pearl logistic equation [18] . The exact solution is readily obtained and is given by
This function has a flex point (d 2 x/dt 2 = 0) atx = K/2.
We will examine the equivalent systemṡ
which have solutions (obtained using separation of variables techniques)
Note that a = r and hence r/K = b. When x 0 > K, the solutions x(t) are monotone decreasing functions with an asymptote at K. Similar behavior (monotone increasing) is observed for solutions with x 0 < K. Standard errors will be examined for this example using both analytical calculations as well as numerical computations. The analytical derivations will show that if observations are taken in specific regions pertaining to the solution curve, then χ T χ could approach a singular matrix, resulting in the standard errors computed with the asymptotic theory becoming unbounded. We expect that the numerical computations performed using MATLAB will behave similarly to the analytical results and hence the calculations will go badly if observations are not properly chosen. This will reinforce the observation that in practical problems, sensitivity equations and standard errors can be used to inform experimental design (e. g., so that observations are taken appropriately to avoid such difficulties).
Analytical considerations
As stated earlier, we consider an ordinary least squares problem for the parameters β = (a, b, x 0 ) in (3.2) with the corresponding estimate of the standard error
where the approximate covariance matrix is given by
Here n j=1 (f (t j ,β) − y j ) 2 is the residual sum of squares (RSS). In this example we have
We will examine varying behavior in the model and the resulting statistical analysis depending on the region from which t j is sampled. To this end, let R 0 be the region where t ∈ [0, τ 1 ], R 1 be the region corresponding to t ∈ [τ 1 , τ 2 ], and R 2 where t ∈ [τ 2 , ∞) as depicted in Figure 1 . We expect differences in the ability to estimate parameters depending on the region in which the solution is observed (sampled).
We anticipate finding three distinct situations.
1. When data is sampled from region R 0 , the solution is insensitive to the parameters a and b. If we attempt to estimate a or b from this data, we expect to obtain large standard errors as χ T χ approaches a singular matrix when n → ∞. Thus, a and b, as well as the carrying capacity, K = a/b, cannot be estimated using data sampled from R 0 alone.
Partition of solution curve into distinct regions 2. When sampling in R 1 , we suspect that estimating β with reasonable standard errors is possible, and using more data within reason will improve reliability (i. e., the corresponding SE). 3. When data is sampled from R 2 , the solution is insensitive to x 0 . If we try to estimate x 0 from this data, we expect to obtain large standard errors because χ T χ should again become ill-conditioned (approximately singular) as n → ∞. We cannot estimate a and b independently, however we should be able to estimate the
In order to consider the problem for data in different regions, we use the explicit solution of (3.1) given by (3.2) and then examine the partial derivatives ∂x/∂a, ∂x/∂b, and ∂x/∂x 0 . We readily see that
We can easily compute the partial derivatives
The matrix χ is composed of these partial derivatives evaluated at points t = t 1 , . . . , t n , i. e.,
We thus obtain the matrix
for use in the approximation Σ of the covariance matrix. Next we analyze Σ in three regions, beginning with R 0 and R 2 . If we sample data from R 0 , where t j < τ 1 for j = 1 . . . n, we have
as a result of taking the limit of each as t → 0. Also note that n j=1
Hence, in this region, we can make the approximation
Based on the above analytical findings, we expect to not be able to accurately determine a or b in R 0 ; however, we should be able to estimate x 0 . Moreover, we expect difficulties when computing the standard errors for estimates of a and b. As additional data points are sampled, SE a and SE b will increase because the first two diagonal elements of (χ T χ) −1 become unbounded.
If we consider the region R 2 , where t j > τ 2 for j = 1 . . . n, we find that by taking the limits as t → ∞ we may make the approximations
Hence, when sampling in this region
The second column of the approximation to χ T χ is a scalar multiple, −a/b, of column one, and thus it is not possible to estimate a and b independently. As observed in region R 0 , one or both of SE a , SE b will increase in size with the additional sampling of data points. Also, in R 2 there is difficulty estimating x 0 with any degree of accuracy. The ill-posedness (ill-conditioning) of χ T χ can be expected to become more severe and SE x 0 will also increase as more data points are sampled. Finally, in region R 1 , where τ 1 < t j < τ 2 for j = 1, . . . , n, we note that the partial derivative estimates differ greatly from the estimates in regions R 0 and R 2 , and in general the matrix χ T χ will be well-conditioned. When R 1 is included in the sampling region, we should be able to recover good estimates for a, b, and x 0 along with reasonable corresponding SE.
To illustrate that these expectations that we outlined based on our analytical arguments above are realized computationally, we performed several simulations using this example.
Implementation
We first considered inverse problems with exact (no-noise) simulated data. MATLAB was used to compute numerical solutions to (3.1) for use as the model {f j (β)} = {f (t j , β)} in (2.2). We created a simulated data set, {y j } n j=1 , using the solution (3.2) with a specific β, denoted β 0 . That is, we evaluated the analytic solution (3.2) at t j to obtain data y j . We restricted the values of t j to the region from which data is sampled, and provided an initial estimate β 0 for the MATLAB ODE solver. The cost function used ode15s to approximate the solution and returned
is the numerical approximation to the solution. We used the MATLAB function f minsearch to optimize over β in order to obtain the minimized cost J n (β n ). Hereβ n represents the optimized value of β using n data points.
Results
In the report [6] , we considered several different solutions of (3.1) corresponding to different "true" values β 0 of the parameters. Behavior of the estimation procedures and resulting estimates and standard errors were similar for all the values. Hence, we only report on one typical series of results here, referring the reader to [6] for the other examples. The following are the results from simulated data for a moderately sloped curve with β 0 = (0.7, 0.04, 0.1). We defined R 0 to be the region where t ∈ [0, 2], R 1 as the region where t ∈ [2, 12] , and R 2 as the region where t ∈ [12, 16] . Having investigated the inverse problem with data from these regions, we present results from four different initial guesses for the vector β 0 = (a, b, x 0 ). We include figures corresponding to simulated data plotted against the curves with the estimated parameters. We also examined the standard errors forβ n by uniformly sampling varied amounts of data with n = n 0 + n 1 + n 2 where n i represents the amount of data sampled from region R i , i = 0, 1, 2.
Region R 0
When minimizing the OLS functional with data taken from region R 0 , the model with the resulting parameters closely approximates the data curve within R 0 ; however, as seen in Figure 2 , it does not come close to the data set in other regions. The plot in Figure 2 corresponds to the first entry of Table 1 . When optimizing J n (β), we minimized the difference between the model solution and data only in the region of interest. Note that the values for J 13 (β 13 ) are close to zero in every case even whenβ 13 is not close to β 0 . We were not surprised that the OLS procedure did not lead to accurate estimates for the values of a or b in this region based upon our previous analysis, and this is supported by our numerical results found in Table 1 . Moreover, as expected, the estimation procedure returned a reasonable estimate for the true value of x 0 . Table 1 . The initial and optimized parameters using data from region R 0
Region R 1
Note in Figure 3 that by minimizing with data from region R 1 , the model with the best fit parameters provides a good approximation in R 1 as well as in the other regions. This is what we predicted based on our analytical study of the χ T χ matrix. The solution is dynamically changing in R 1 with the asymptotes in the individual curves lying outside of this region. Hence, it is possible to obtain reasonable estimates for true values β 0 using data sampled from R 1 . The minimized cost, J 61 (β 61 ), is very small for reasonable initial guesses as seen in Table 2 . When we used the initial guess of β 0 = (5.0, 5.0, 5.0), the procedure returned a poor estimate of the parameter values. However, when reasonable initial guesses were used, the values of β 0 were approximated very well. This illustrates the local convergent properties of the OLS procedure. .8611 e −6 17.4988 (5, 5, 5) 5.2903 e 3 (7.6425,0.938,5.9823) .2173 e 4 8.1481 Table 2 . The initial and optimized parameters using data from region R 1
Region R 2
When carrying out the OLS estimation problem with data selected from R 2 , we observed ( Figure 4 , Table 3 ) that the model curve with the estimated parameters is a good approximation to the data as the curve approaches the carrying capacity K. However, the model is not a good approximation when compared to the data over the entire region. In particular, the only closely approximated part of the data is x ∞ = K = a/b. Moreover, when we used data only from region R 2 , the estimate for each parameter was poor, which is consistent with our earlier analytical considerations. Recall that the analysis of χ T χ for sampling in R 2 suggests that it might be possible to approximate the relationship between a and b without independently estimating the parameters. Indeed, Table 3 reveals that we obtained a reasonable approximation for K. Furthermore, note that we were not able to estimate x 0 with data from R 2 , and as a result the optimized valuex 0 is near the initial guess instead of the true value. The algorithm cannot improve much on the initial guess for x 0 when using data from R 2 and hence leaves it essentially unchanged from the initial guess. Similarly, it appears that the optimized valueâ is relatively close to the initial guess for a 0 , whereasb is adjusted accordingly to produce Table 3 . The initial and optimized parameters with data from region R 2 the optimized value ofK, the only quantity to which the data in R 2 provides any sensitivity.
Standard errors
When we examined the standard errors forβ n as calculated in equation (4.1), we obtained a measure of the reliability (i. e., uncertainty) associated with the estimated parameter values. In particular, as more points are sampled from the asymptotic portion of the curve, the values of the estimated parameters could potentially improve and likewise the SE could decrease in size. In addition to using noise free simulated data as in the previously discussed computations, we next introduced noise into the data and examined the corresponding resulting standard errors for the OLS estimation procedures. As in the case for estimation using noise free data, by sampling data from R 0 alone, we were unable to estimate the values for a or b, and similarly, when data was sampled from R 2 alone, we were unable to estimate the values for a, b, or x 0 . If the number of points sampled from each region is doubled, we would expect as before that the Table 5 . The estimated parameters for β = (a, b, x 0 ) along with standard errors for the optimizedβ n estimates would not improve. However, if the additional points are instead sampled from a portion of R 1 , we would suspect that the estimates forβ n might improve. In addition to more accurate estimates, the standard errors could decrease in size when R 1 is included in the sampling region.
. Simulated data without noise
We first sampled 25 data points from the region R 0 of the data set with no noise. These points were obtained using a uniform grid with the increment of 1/12 over the region [0, 2]. Note that in the corresponding results given in Table 4 ,x 0 is close to the true value of x 0 , whereas the estimates for a and b are not very accurate. This is consistent with our results in Table 1 .
In attempts to improve the optimized parameter values as well as the standard errors, we refined the grid size within R 0 . Using the increment of 1/24 over the region [0, 2], we uniformly sampled 49 points, and observed thatβ 49 is nearly equal toβ 25 , although the standard errors doubled in size. Since there is no marked improvement inβ n 0 by increasing the number of sampled points from region R 0 , we instead doubled the sampling region, and now included points sampled from R 1 . Using the increment of 1/12 uniformly over the region [0, 4], we sampled 49 points from region R 0 ∪ R 1 . Using this data set,β 49 is a close approximation to the true value of β 0 , and, as seen in Table 4 , the standard errors are reduced by several orders of magnitude.
We next considered similar computations for data from R 2 and R 2 ∪R 1 . We sampled 25 data points from region R 2 , where those points were obtained using a uniform grid with the increment of 1/6 over the region [12, 16] . Note in Table 5 that the values forK =â/b are reasonably close to the true value of K = 17.5. The corresponding estimates for a, b, and x 0 are not accurate for any of the curves. This is consistent with the results in Table 3 .
In an initial attempt to improve the optimized values as well as the standard errors, we refined the sampling grid within R 2 . Using the increment of 1/12 over the region [12, 16] , we uniformly sampled 49 points. We observed thatβ 49 is essentially the same asβ 25 , and as before with data in R 0 , the standard errors doubled in size. Since there was no improvement inβ n 2 by increasing the number of sampled points from region R 2 , we next doubled the sampling region and included points sampled from R 1 . Thus, using the increment of 1/6 over the region [8, 16] , we sampled 49 points from the region R 1 ∪ R 2 . Using this data set,β 49 is a reasonable approximation to the true value of β 0 , and the standard errors were significantly reduced.
. Simulated data with noise
We considered two different sets of simulated data with noise corresponding to the curve with β 0 = (0.7, 0.04, 0.1). One set corresponds to the data in R 0 which is perturbed by adding Gaussian noise ǫ j i.i.d. ∼ N (0, σ 0 ) for j = 1, 2, . . . , n, with σ 0 = 0.005. This sigma value represents an added noise level of approximately ten percent at the lower bound in R 0 . The other set corresponds to data in R 2 with added noise at a level σ 0 = 0.5, which is approximately ten percent of the lower bound in R 2 .
We uniformly sampled data with a step size of 1/12 from the intervals [0, 2], [0, 4], and [2, 4] . Then the sampling frequency was doubled over the same set of intervals to determine if refining the grid would result in better estimates with reasonable standard errors. By examining the [0, 2] interval, we determined that theβ 25 does not accurately estimate β 0 and the standard errors doubled as a result of the grid refinement. As seen in Table 6 , the estimates and the standard errors improved somewhat when sampling from [0, 4]. However, doubling the sampling frequency increased the standard errors without significant improvement to the parameter estimates. When sampling from the Table 8 . The standard errors for the optimizedβ n with σ 0 = 0.5 using data sampled from the interval [8, 16] interval [2, 4] , we observed improved estimates with reduced standard errors. Thus, including the R 0 region within the data set results in worse estimates and larger standard errors than sampling from R 1 alone.
Instead of only increasing the sampling frequency over a fixed interval, we also considered increasing the sampling region to determine if there was an improvement in parameter estimation. Based on our findings summarized in Table 6 , we focused on sampling data points from region R 1 alone. We observed that when a given parameter estimate is already close to the true value, the standard error corresponding to that parameter becomes discernibly worse as the sampling region increases. Here, even though n was increased in a region of high sensitivity to all parameters, the OLS procedure did not improve with additional data because the additional data contained only information already obtained, i. e., the ill-conditioning of χ T χ increased. These results are displayed in Table 7 .
We uniformly sampled data with a step size of 1/6 from the intervals [12, 16] , [8, 16] , and [8, 12] in Table 8 . By doubling the sampling frequency over the same set of intervals, we again questioned if refining the grid would result in better estimates with reasonable standard errors. On the [12, 16] interval, we determined that the OLS procedure did not return a good estimate for β 0 . When the sampling frequency was doubled, The curve with β0 = (0.7, 0.04, 0.1) using β 0 = (0.8, 0.1, 0.3) n 1 Intervalβ n Standard Errors 25 [8, 12] (0.5175,0.0281,0.4307) (1.0073, 0.0671, 2.8477) 49 [8, 12] (0.4713,0.0249,0.5921) (2.1167, 0.1414, 8.0601) 49 [4, 12] (0.6720,0.0383,0.1254) (5.1571, 0.3409, 4.5525) Table 9 . The standard errors for the optimizedβ n with σ 0 = 0.5 using data sampled from various intervals within R 1 the poor parameter estimate capability remained and the standard errors doubled. We included data points from the upper region of R 1 by sampling from the interval [8, 16] and there was slight improvement in the parameter estimates and the standard errors. However, when we restricted the sampling region to [8, 12] , the standard errors improved significantly. Therefore including R 2 in the data set increased the standard error with minimal improvement to the parameter estimates.
In Table 9 we again increased the sampling region instead of primarily increasing the sampling frequency over a fixed interval to determine if there was an improvement in parameter estimates. In light of the results from Table 8 , we focused on sampling data points from region R 1 alone. As the sampling region was expanded to include more of the curve in R 1 , a better estimate for the parameters β 0 was obtained. While we were able to improve our parameter estimates, the corresponding standard errors were again increased (compare with Table 7 ).
Concluding remarks
In summary, we emphasize several points that are readily illustrated by our combination of analysis and corresponding computations in this note. In inverse problems, parameter sensitivity is of fundamental importance in several regards:
(i) Lack of sensitivity can produce the inability to even estimate corresponding parameters; (ii) As illustrated in Table 7 , even when parameter sensitivity is adequate, increased sampling (i. e., larger n) does not necessarily significantly improve the estimates nor does it necessarily improve the reliability (i. e., the SE and CI) of the estimates obtained. In particular, ill-conditioning of the matrix χ T χ can increase as data points are added without gaining new information (i. e., adding a row to χ that is almost linearly dependent on previous rows). This provides increasing values of (χ T χ) −1 kk and hence an increasing SE k as n gets large, which is true even ifσ 2 = 1 n − p (RSS) is decreasing. This is especially likely with increased sampling near steady-states or equilibria of a dynamical system where often little new information about dynamics is provided with additional sampling.
In practice, one usually does not know the exact solution and may not know all the qualitative properties of the dynamics. However, the analysis and computations in this note in the context of asymptotic statistical estimates for covariance matrices and standard errors suggest that one might profitably use the sensitivities (which are often computationally attainable) in a problem to design experiments and sampling/observation protocols for additional data collection.
